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Introduction

People often find themselves annoyed when their plans go awry. In order to attempt to alleviate
these issues, we have Frendr Bendr (name subject to change). This app aims to make plans go
smoothly by aligning ETAs and creating easy to answer visible notifications.

Scenario: Recently joined user

Summary:
● Have just recently started using this application with friends
● Has great familiarity with social media
● Meets up with friends at least once a week

Goal: To gain a clear count of the amount of people going to an event by sending everyone a
notification and creating a tally.

Test Script

Hey! My name is Richard. Today I will be doing some analysis on my app, which is supposed to
help friends meet up on time. I appreciate you doing this for me, and I would like you to know that
there are no wrong answers to this activity. Do not feel pressured to do the “right” thing, and I
would find it immensely helpful if you could also annotate your thoughts as you go. Do not worry
about hurting my feelings– in fact, giving negative feedback would actually help me!

If you have any questions at all about what’s going on at any time, 100% please let me know. Is
there anything you would like to know before we start?



Okay, so before we start tell us a bit about your background, like, what are your hobbies?

Age?

What devices do you use the most?

Do you have any applications you particularly use often?

Cool!! Before we get started, the scenario is that you’re a user named Janet, who is 26 and gets
annoyed when people flake at the last second. She has just recently gotten started on this new
app with her friends in order to try to make plans go more smoothly. Janet’s goal today is to see
who can still make it to today’s meetup, which is happening in 2 hours.

So in short, your goal is to see which friends are still coming, after viewing your friend group and
starting a tally of who is coming.

Okay, so I’m gonna send you this link. Let me know if you have any issues opening it. After that, if
you can, please screenshare it with me. Before you tap anything, let me ask you some questions.
I encourage you to share any thoughts you may be having while navigating. Once again, please
do not hesitate to express anything you dislike about your experience.

Goal: To see which friends are still coming to the event

Tasks:

1. Looking at the group’s chat.

2. Attempting a tally to see who is going.

3. Confirming the tally process

4. Viewing the friends + map screen

SESSIONS OUTPUT



Executive Summary

The first round of usability testing was done on March 3rd and 4th, using Zoom and Discord.
There were 5 users total that were asked to participate in order to gain insights on how to
improve the app design. The results of this testing round will shape the next iteration of the
prototype, which will be a revised version of the medium fidelity prototype. This revised prototype
will include the highest priority revisions to make for a better user experience.

Users mainly had difficulty with the last task,  being able to be immediately completed by only 3
out of the 5 testers. This may be attributed to a few reasons:

- A lack of clarity that the check mark is a CTA
- A visual confusion between the done progress bar and a possible CTA. (progress bar

looked like a CTA due to tone and text)

The records will explain in detail the insights that have been gathered.

Evaluation Tasks

Goal: To see which friends are still coming to the event

Tasks:

1. Looking at the group’s chat.

2. Attempting a tally to see who is going.

3. Confirming the tally process

4. Viewing the friends + map screen

Testing Records

Subject: Richard: Male, 28. Los Angeles, CA.
Time and location: March 4th, 8 PM (PST), Remote Test through Discord.
Commonly used apps: Notepad++, Discord, Twitter, FB

● Finds that there is too much white space on the landing page
● Expected to find meeting details instead of a chat room
● Expected to see a settings button and the profile on the top right



● Found some aesthetics a bit off putting, one example being that the time and group name
are spaced too far apart– makes groups look more like notifications.

● Wants a way to be able to easily add people into the event
● Was able to successfully navigate all tasks without issue

Subject: Henry: Male, 25, Vancouver, BC
Time and location: March 4th 9 PM (PST), Remote Test through Discord
Commonly used apps: Instagram, Banking Apps, Reddit, Snapchat, Spotify, Discord, Facebook

● Uses a lot of social media apps, so expected a more Facebook-esque experience, such a
left sidebar for events.

● Complete progress bar looked like a CTA button.
● Found the done text on the progress bar both ugly but also contributed to the bar looking

like a CTA.
● Confused if the check mark is for you (the user) to check in, or if it’s just to check who’s

coming.
● Thought that the app’s flow made sense though as an entirety, and found most parts

intuitive.
● Would’ve also liked to be able to see a calendar, since this is a planning app.

Subject: Steph: Female, 29, Berkeley, CA
Time and location: March 5th 10 PM (PST), Remote Test through Discord.
Commonly used apps: YouTube, Facebook, Instagram

● Didn’t find the + icon at the bottom very intuitive– Did not know the proposed functions.
● Found the top profile strange since if you’re texting you don’t really see yourself
● Found the lack of button options made the group screen’s options straightforward
● On the map, she was confused on what the pins meant, like, if it were people or a

destination.
● Would’ve liked to know the location of the destination
● Noted that there are several similarities to the Facebook messenger features.

Subject: Enrique: Male, 21, Miami, Florida
Time and location: March 5th 11 AM (PST), Remote Test through Discord.
Commonly used apps: Discord, Spotify, Snapchat, YouTube.

● Found the back arrow location on the group chat to be strange
● Believed that the location pin would be for the location of the destination



● First impulse on tally completion was to click on the done progress bar since it was so
dark

● Called out how the profile icon on the top right of the landing screen seemed off, as well
as other stylistic elements when it came to the CTAs and chat elements

● Found the leave button and “who’s going” button to be intuitive since CTAs are usually
paired with at least 2 options.

Subject: Tiffany: Female, 27 Toronto, Ontario.
Time and location: March 5th 1:30 PM (PST), Remote Test through Slack.
Commonly used apps: Spotify, YouTube, Instagram, Chrome

● Found it difficult to tell if groups names were messages or group names due to alignment.
● Would’ve liked to have more features such as past meetups, settings, and make new

events.
● Expected there to be a list of people attending when clicking on the “Who’s coming” CTA.
● Found the wording “progress” in progress bar to be confusing. Thought that the progress

in this context could mean the people are already meeting up and that that progress
could refer to how close everyone is to the destination.

● Also pointed out the positioning in the profile picture
● Found the app (especially the confirmation sections) to be wordy

Overall Testing Results

Look at Group
Chat

Attempting a Tally Confirm Tally Check Attending
Friends

Richard ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

Henry ✅ ✅ ✅ ❌

Steph ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

Enrique ✅ ✅ ✅ ❌

Tiffany ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

Task Average 5/ 5 5/ 5 5/ 5 3/5

Overall Task Analyses



Overall Task Analysis : Look at Group Chat

● Users seemed to be able to complete the task well. However users expected to see more
features on the landing screen, and found some of the stylistic elements could use
improvement.

● Testers seemed to want a profile and settings feature in the top right of the landing page

● Testers also seemed to find that the profile picture was either unneeded or should be
moved in order to improve the visuals.

● A few users said that it was difficult to identify the elements of the group chats because of
the spacing or the alignment

● Regarding the group chat, a user expressed a desire to move elements around the group
header in order to be more consistent with the previous screen.

● Some users were expecting to see more details for an event rather than a group chat
when proceeding from the landing page.

Overall Task Analysis : Attempt Tally

● All of the users were able to complete this task on their first attempt. However, there were
disconnects in the functionality of the “Who’s going” button

● One such example was the fact that users expected to see a RVSP or a list of friends that
were attending when clicking “Who’s going?”

● A likely factor in users being able to complete this task in minimal attempts is likely the
lack of choice when choosing options

● Moving forward, I will likely have to find a way to make it more clear how to start a ready
check. Perhaps there should also be a seperate function to check the list of users in the
group in a clear CTA?



Overall Task Analysis : Confirm Tally

● This task was the simplest for all users. All of them found both the confirmation screens as
they would expect.

● I believe this is because many apps adhere to error prevention usability heuristics. When
performing an action that can cause a major impact, it is imperative that users did not
make an error.

● Additionally, users found that it was a straightforward process, albeit a very necessary
one.

● However, that is not to say there is not room for improvement. Some users have indicated
that the screen could be cleaner, and perhaps use different wording and text.

Overall Task Analysis : Check Friends

● Users had the most issue with this task, meaning that this is likely the place that needs
more work. While testers were either able to figure out the interaction right away or on
the second try, there were several reasons why they found this unintuitive.

● The completion of the progress bar with the word “done” layered on top resembled a
CTA, which was one reason users had trouble.

● This was further enhanced because of how dark the progress bar was in relation to the
other possible CTAs.

● The final page that showed attendees also was also not expected by some testers. They
were expecting a modal unit instead of an entirely new screen.

● I believe that changing the progress bar from “Done!” to a % of completion that changes
over time to 100% will help alleviate the progress bar issue.

● I also believe that darkening the checkmark and x will make it seem more like a CTA



Conclusion

Key Learnings

● Users expect/ want to know the location of the destination primarily
● Testers found the location pins a bit confusing
● Landing screen needs clearer aesthetics for users to better identify what the elements are
● Users want ability to access options/ profile
● People expected a list of attendees on the “Who’s coming” CTA.
● Aesthetics could be adjusted more on a whole
● Could possibly benefit from a nav bar
● However, aside from those, feedback showed that the prototype was effective at the

given task.

Next Steps

Use key learnings to list solutions in a design prioritization matrix. Those with less effort and more
impact will be prioritized above others. The changes that have been selected from there will then
be implemented into a new mid fi prototype. That prototype will then be tested to see if my
assumptions were validated, and the output of the sessions will be summarized into a second
usability test document, similar to this one. Those changes will then yet again be implemented
into a final mid fi prototype, which will form the basis of a hi fi prototype later on.


